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"Now, children, I want you all to sit up just as straight and pretty as 
you can and give me all your attention for a minute or two. There 
-- that is it. That is the way good little boys and girls should do ..... 
I want to tell you how good it makes me feel to see so many 
bright, clean little faces assembled in a place like this, learning to 
do right and be good.”
Mark Twain - The adventures of Tom Sawyer
Chapter 4 Showing off in sunday school
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... but what are they good for in ecology ?
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• Understanding todays aquatic ecosystems
Always trouble with
system complexity
Antarctic Weddell Sea Food Web
(500 species - 16000 trophic links)
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“Reverse” modeling -> ecosystem dynamics
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Shell Structure ?Aragonite Polyenes Composite View
Stemmer et al. in prep10 µm10 µm 10 µm
Polyenes in Arctica islandica
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An eternal evolutionary arms race
Polinices sp.
Naticid Gastropods (Moon snails) ... and their prey
Crabs ... and their prey
crush to nosh...
drill to kill...
But the jury’s still out ...
Shell dissolution 
in Mytilus edulis 
(Melzner et al. 2011)
No effects in 
Arctica islandica 
(Stemmer et al. in press)
ambient       pCO2        elevated
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Hendy et al. 2009
Global shifts in 
mollusk biodiversity
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... a look ahead - what deems important
THE trend in marine ecology:
   building geo-referenced data bases
Reference state for measuring future change 
Spatial modeling of ecosystem dynamics
My intention:
   to make sclerochronological data
   a part of these initiatives
Enhanced spatial & temporal resolution
of environmental & ecosystem processes
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Thank you !  
Sunday, 26 May 13
